
 

Word Lists – Lists 1 - 6 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 1-6          Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 

double consonants single consonants y as i sound ou words un prefix dis prefix 

preferred speak sly ridiculous believable mount 

forgetting visit dynamic flourish broken appear 

grinned snow hydrogen southern certain connected 

preferring speaking mysterious serious comfortable advantage 

beginner gardener myth country fortunate order 

planning soaking rely delicious healthy loyal 

planned soak analyse humorous known honest 

dropping limited rhyme encourage unbelievable dismount 

forgotten visitor hyphen nourish unbroken disappear 

grinning snowing hygiene dangerous uncertain disconnected 

transmitting limiting Egyptian gorgeous uncomfortable disadvantage 

transmitted visited hygienic generous unexpected disowned 

shopping garden Egypt previous unfortunate disorder 

beginning gardening pyramid enormous unhealthy disloyal 

dropped limit mystery courage unknown dishonest 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 7 - 12 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 7-12        Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12 

ir and im prefix re prefix 
super, anti and 

auto prefix 
ation suffix ily suffix ally suffix 

impolite refuel anticlockwise frustration satisfactorily traditionally 

responsible reassure antidote appreciation hungrily athletically 

patient recover antifreeze application temporary music 

relevant rebound antiseptic hesitation temporarily musically 

irrelevant refresh antisocial imagination hungry athletic 

irresponsible restore autobiography multiplication unnecessary automatic 

impatient rearrange autograph population unnecessarily automatically 

mature return automatic preparation ordinary dramatic 

immature redirect automobile communication ordinarily dramatically 

polite restored superb equation satisfactory tradition 

Immortal recount superhuman evaporation sleepily specifically 

imperfect recreate superior variation necessarily emotionally 

irregular retell superman emigration extraordinarily accidentally 

regular reconsider supermarket formation extraordinary accident 

perfect reheat superstar inflation necessary emotion 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 13 -18 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 13-18          Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18 

in prefix cher suffix ture suffix 
removing the e to 

add sion 
ssion suffix ous suffix 

audible richer moisture revise session ferrous 

inaudible archer signature revision mission devious 

exactly teacher miniature decide admission igneous 

inexactly butcher recapture decision expression hideous 

finite thatcher literature collide percussion unanimous 

infinite snatcher temperature collision permission tremendous 

valid sketcher manufacture provide profession oblivious 

invalid scorcher agriculture provision confession ambiguous 

visible preacher nurture explode possession ferocious 

invisible cruncher immature explosion discussion delicious 

invisibly searcher restructure immerse omission hazardous 

organic launcher mature immersion procession hilarious 

inorganic dogcatcher structure indecision aggression precarious 

soluble holepuncher expenditure televise compassion envious 

insoluble cowcatcher portraiture television obsession ponderous 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 19 - 24 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 19-24          Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 19 List 20 List 21 List 22 List 23 List 24 

tion suffix 1 tion suffix 2 tion suffix 3 que and gue suffix 
ch words with a k 

sound 

sc words with a s 

sound 

notion quotation admiration league archaeology scene 

auction migration congestion tongue architect scenery 

petition intention subtraction fatigue lichen scent 

duration exception hibernation unique character scientist 

friction elevation dehydration cheque chasm science 

volition deception application opaque chemistry scissors 

rotation imitation conjunction mosque chrome ascent 

equation isolation resolution antique chronological ascend 

function narration relegation synagogue chlorine descent 

ambition animation exhaustion meringue scheme descend 

audition toleration preposition dialogue technique crescent 

aviation renovation imitation vague choral fascinate 

tradition projection expedition plague chrysanthemum fascination 

sensation recreation motivation prologue psychologist fascinating 

partition occupation coronation epilogue zucchini scented 

 



 

Word Lists – Lists 25 - 30 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 25-30          Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 25 List 26 List 27 List 28 List 29 List 30 

sion suffix il prefix homophones 1 homophones 2 homophones 3 keywords 1 

erosion illegal accessory faint saw peculiar 

illusion illegally accessary feint sore perhaps 

emersion illness bald freeze soar popular 

incision ill bawled frieze stationary arrive 

television illusion bizarre hoarse stationery believe 

emulsion illusionist bazaar horse sweet bicycle 

collision illuminate bough key suite island 

expansion illumination bow quay which knowledge 

precision illustrate ceiling muscle witch learn 

dimension illustrator sealing mussel desert question 

extension illustration sight vain dessert recent 

diversion illustrating cite vein compliment regular 

confusion illegible site vane complement eight 

indecision illegibly cymbal roe practice eighth 

supervision illuminator symbol row practise enough 

 



 

 

Word Lists – Lists 31 - 36 (Set H) 

Name:        

Lists 31-36          Set H          www.links2learn.co.uk 

 

List 31 List 32 List 33 List 34 List 35 List 36 

keywords 2 keywords 3 keywords 4 keywords 5 keywords 6 keywords 7 

disappear medicine grammar caught guide accidentally 

early mention group centre heard actual 

earth minute guard century heart actually 

opposite describe although length certain reign 

ordinary different thought library circle remember 

particular difficult through material complete sentence 

busy potatoes February strange extreme natural 

business pressure forward strength famous naughty 

calendar probably fruit suppose favourite notice 

various breath promise consider surprise height 

weight breathe purpose continue therefore history 

woman build quarter decide though imagine 

increase separate address position occasion exercise 

important special answer possession occasionally experience 

interest straight appear possible often experiment 

 


